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Pre-Q1’19 : consensus reflecting high expectations on BIM. In-line quarter for QIA
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BIM : consensus reflects very high expectations
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% of Outpatients Visits for Influenza-Like-Illness

BioMérieux will report Q1 sales tomorrow at 7:00amCET. We see consensus
expectations of 7.4%CER growth for Q1 (EUR644m, 9.6% reported) highly optimistic in
the light of a weak flu season and management comments of a tough Q1 (“weaker
than in the other quarters”) with back-end loaded ramp-up of organic growth
throughout the year. We estimate Q1 organic growth slightly below 5%CER (EUR633m,
7.8% reported).
Despite a long lasting flu season, its intensity was lower to the tune of 30-50%
compared to that of 2017-2018 (see chart below). While a weaker flu season is
included in the group’s guidance (7.0%-8.5%CER) and its impact on Q1 numbers should
not affect the FY19 outlook, we believe it has not been reflected in the consensus
numbers ahead of the Q1 reporting.
So far, we have not seen additional Medicare contractors issuing negative decisions
the RP or GI panels of FilmArray (see here). In a real life setting, the decisions issued
by Palmetto, CGS and WPS are creating more administrative work for hospitals. It is
our understanding that hospitals are not able to discern how to gain better
reimbursement from the different levels put in place recently. Once the dust will
settle (in H2 2019e), we should start to see a more significant impact on the RP panel
for BioMérieux in our view.
Despite a slowdown in the pricing pressure on Immunoassays in Q4 2018, we continue
to see a negative impact in in H1 2019 (Q1 2019 -1% organic growth for the business).
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QIA : in-line quarter driven by MDx
QIAGEN will report Q1 2019 results on May 6th (post-close). Looking at organic growth,
our estimates of 5.5%CER are in-line with that from the consensus of 5.1%CER and
within the Q1 guidance 5%-6%CER. In absolute terms, our more conservative
assumptions of USD348 vs consensus at USD349m is driven by a higher FX impact of
440bp vs consensus 410bp. Q1 2019 should be a Molecular Diagnostics driven quarter
(BGe 7.9%CER, driving roughly two-third of growth). We note the high comparison
basis for the Pharma business (Q1 2018 +8%CER) and estimate +4%CER in Q1 2019.
We see Q1 2019 adj. operating income at USD81m (23.2% of sales) growing +72bp as
QIAGEN should continue to benefit from its shared service centers (G&A). Down the
PnL, our EPS is in-line with that from the consensus at 26cts (guidance including FX
25-26cts)
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Bryan Garnier stock rating system
For the purposes of this Report, the Bryan Garnier stock rating system is defined as follows:

Stock rating
BUY

NEUTRAL

SELL

Positive opinion for a stock where we expect a favourable performance in absolute terms over a period of 6 months from the
publication of a recommendation. This opinion is based not only on the FV (the potential upside based on valuation), but also
takes into account a number of elements that could include a SWOT analysis, momentum, technical aspects or the sector
backdrop. Every subsequent published update on the stock will feature an introduction outlining the key reasons behind the
opinion.
Opinion recommending not to trade in a stock short-term, neither as a BUYER or a SELLER, due to a specific set of factors. This
view is intended to be temporary. It may reflect different situations, but in particular those where a fair value shows no
significant potential or where an upcoming binary event constitutes a high-risk that is difficult to quantify. Every subsequent
published update on the stock will feature an introduction outlining the key reasons behind the opinion.
Negative opinion for a stock where we expect an unfavourable performance in absolute terms over a period of 6 months from
the publication of a recommendation. This opinion is based not only on the FV (the potential downside based on valuation), but
also takes into account a number of elements that could include a SWOT analysis, momentum, technical aspects or the sector
backdrop. Every subsequent published update on the stock will feature an introduction outlining the key reasons behind the
opinion.
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